io	INTRODUCTION
the reader if I may hope to be rightly understood. It
would be relatively simple if every reader himself knew to
which category he belonged But it is often a difficult
matter to discover to which type an individual hdon^s,
especially when oneself is in question. Judgment in
relation to one's own personality is indeed always extra-
ordinarily clouded. This subjective clouding of judgment
is, therefore, a frequent if not constant factor, for in every
pronounced type there exists a special tendency fowrtrth
compensation for the onesidedness of his tyfa a tendency
which is biologically expedient since it is a constant
effort to maintain psychic equilibrium, Through compen-
sation there arise secondary characters, or tyft\\\ which
present a picture that is extraordinarily hard to decipher,
so difficult, indeed, that one is even inclined to deny the
existence of types in general and to believe only in
individual differences,
I must emphasize this difficulty in order to justify a
certain peculiarity in my later presentation. For it might
seem as though a simpler way would be to describe two
concrete cases and to lay their dissections one beside the
other. But every individual possesses both mechanisms*—
extraversion as well as introversion, and only the relative
predominance of the one or the other determines the type.
Hence, in order to bring out the necessary relief in the
picture, one would have to re-touch it rather vigorously;
which would certainly amount to a more or less pious
fraud. Moreover, the psychological reaction of a human
being is such a complicated matter, that my descriptive
ability would indeed hardly suffice to give an absolutely
correct picture of it.'
From sheer necessity, therefore, I must confine myself
to a presentation of principles which 1 have abstracted
from an abundance of observed facts. In this there is no
question of deductio a priori, as it might well appear «• it

